Policy package for preventing overuse and underuse of health care services in the Iranian health care system: A study protocol
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Abstract
Background: Overuse and underuse of health care services are progressively recognized in all health systems around the world. There is evidence of overuse and underuse of health care services in Iran. In this study, it was aimed to summarize the evidence of overuse and underuse of health care services in the Iranian health care system.

Methods: This study will be conducted in 5 steps using a sequential explanatory multimethod design, literature review, systematic review, qualitative interview, expert panel, and policy Delphi method. This study was approved by Tabriz University of Medical Sciences (ethical confirmation number: IR.TBZMED.REC.1396.908).

Conclusion: There is a strong evidence of worldwide overuse and underuse of health care services. Designing context-based prevention strategies by conducting comprehensive and systematic studies will improve the appropriate use of routine services and help patients, physicians, and providers make evidence-based decisions.
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Introduction
The World Health Organization recognizes health as a right for all people in the world (1). Since providing health care services is one of the main responsibilities of governments (2), they have done great deal of planning and reforms to improve the health of individuals and communities. However, given the limited availability of resources and unlimited demand, they have not achieved the desired outcomes in many cases and have not been able to attain the desired health status (3).

According to studies conducted on health systems around the world, one of the most important reasons for not reaching the desired level was the lack of proper use of resources (4-7), with overuse being one of the most important reasons. Overuse contradicts the balance between resources and demand. Elshaug et al. defined overuse as “provision of a service that is unlikely to increase the quality or quantity of life, that poses more harm than benefit, or that patients who were fully informed of its potential benefits and harms would not have wanted.” (8).

When we waste resources, we are faced with a lack of resources elsewhere and fail to provide an essential service (9). Failure to provide an essential service or un...
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**Fig. 1. Grey zone services, adapted from Brownlee et al. (2017)**

Overuse is defined as “failure to deliver a service that is highly likely to improve the quality or quantity of life, that represents good value for money, and that patients who were fully informed of its potential benefits and harms would have wanted.” (8).

These 2 terms (overuse and underuse) can be better explained in a conceptual way called the grey zone (Fig. 1). In this case, the services can be considered as a continuum, with services that are clearly effective on one side of the continuum and services that are clearly ineffective on the other side of the continuum. We have good knowledge of both sides of the continuum, but there is not enough information about the middle region called the grey area (10).

The services of this area have a number of features, including services with low benefit to all patients, services that balance between benefits and harms that vary substantially among patients, and little evidence of benefits and harms of many services provided by the health care system. Deciding on the services of this area is usually confusing because it is not possible to make a conclusive decision (8-11).

According to available evidence, many countries in the world are suffering from overuse and underuse of health care services (10-15) and are looking for solutions to establish a balance between the 2 concepts. This is a problem in both developing and developed countries (8). For example, according to conservative assumptions, spending on overuse varies widely in the U.S., ranging from 6% to 8%, and even some studies have estimated this share to be 29%. This share can be as high as 89% in certain populations (10). Evidence shows high rates of overuse and underuse in Canada, Australia, Spain, Brazil, South Korea, and Iran (7-11).

Also, the evidence suggests that there are signs of overuse and underuse of health care services in Iranian health system. Several studies in Iran have been scrutinizing the cases of overuse and underuse. These include unnecessary cesarean, excessive use of antibiotics, unnecessary use of magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography, duplex sonography, and laboratory test (16-20).

Iranian health care system is categorized as a public cooperative system. In Iran, the Ministry of Health and Medical Education (MOHME) is responsible for stewardship in health system at macro level and medical universities are representatives of MOHME at micro level. The structure of Iranian health system has 3 levels: national, province, and district. At the district level, health care system has been delegated to health care networks that provides primary, secondary, and tertiary health services (21).

Considering the limitations in Iran’s health system budget and the need to use safe and cost-effective services, the need to identify right care and services is felt more than ever. By identifying and preventing unnecessary services, resources can be arranged to make a better balance in providing services without imposing additional costs and can increase the quality of service, reduce costs, and increase the satisfaction of patients and providers (9, 13).

This study is important for several reasons: alignment with upstream documents and macro policies, such as general health policies communicated by the supreme leader; health sector evolution plan; laws of targeting health subsidies; consumption pattern reform policies; universal health coverage; and sustainable development goals.

Given the above, and the emphasis of the Ministry of Health and Medical Education on reduction of unnecessary services, it is highly essential to conduct a codified study to identify the overuse and underuse of health care services.

Therefore, the main objectives are to identify overuse and underuse of health care services and formulate a policy package to prevent overuse and underuse of health care services in the Iranian health care system. A policy package is a set of policies that combines 2 or more strategies into 1 package. In this case, the policy packages consist of preventive strategies for medical overuse and underuse in the Iranian health care system.

**Methods**

To achieve these goals, this multimethod study will be done in 5 steps:

1. Conducting a primary literature review to identify existing definitions, frameworks (theoretical, conceptual, practical), characteristics, drivers, leverages, and potential preventive ways to overuse and underuse health care services in the world
2. Conducting a systematic review to identify reported services that are example of overuse and underuse in the Iranian health care system and categorize them
3. Conducting a qualitative study to determine the views of experts on drivers, levers, effective factors, and strategies to prevent the provision of overuse and underuse of services in the Iranian health care system
4. Extracting preventive ways through 3 first goals (literature review, systematic review, qualitative study) and formulate an initial policy package draft to prevent overuse and underuse in the Iranian healthcare system.
5. Validation and finalization of the initial policy package through a policy Delphi method

**Literature review**

Performing a literature review is an essential step in research (22). A review of the literature makes the researchers aware of the available knowledge and reveals the am-
biguous points of a research (23). Conducting a literature review summarizes the primary studies, generates a comprehensive interpretation, and provides a more solid foundations of research, and develop a deeper understanding of the subject of the research (22). This type of review can help the researcher identify the gap between existing knowledge and find new ideas and can also create new questions/assumptions (22).

In this review, 3 phases were followed based on Brereton et al (2007) (24). This framework was used because it describes all phases of the process and, on the other hand, fits into research in the field of health policy (Fig. 2).

Phase 1: This step has already been done. The topic in this review is the overuse and underuse of health care services and the objective is to identify existing definitions, frameworks (theoretical, conceptual, practical), characteristics, drivers, leverages, and potential preventive ways to overuse and underuse health care services in the world. The main question was as follows:

What are the potential ways of preventing overuse and underuse of health care services?

Phase 2: In this phase, the related databases, specific journals, and specialized websites in this area are searched (Table 1).

In this phase, studies that examined issues related to features, theoretical, conceptual and practical frameworks, drivers, policy levers, and preventive ways to provide overuse and underuse of health care services will be included.

The quality of included studies will be assessed with Critical Appraisal Skills Programme checklist (25). This set of 8 critical appraisal tools are designed to be used when reading a research study. After the data are extracted, the results will be synthesized.

Phase 3: At the last phase, the results of the review are documented and written as a review article and will be submitted to a credible journal.

**Systematic review**

A systematic review will be conducted in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis (PRISMA) (26).

In this step, (1) systematical review is conducted and the literature on the overuse and underuse of medical services is identified; (2) the areas (medication, tests, procedures) in which the overuse and underuse of medical services is also identified; and (3) the rate of overuse and underuse of medical services is determined in the Iranian health care system.

The review protocol has already been registered in PROSPERO (registration number: CRD42017075481 (27)) and published in BMJ Open (28).

PubMed, Embase, Scopus, Web of Science, Cochrane, and SID databases will be searched using an inclusive search strategy to identify studies on overuse and underuse of health care services by the end of 2017, followed by reference tracking, author tracking, and expert consultation.

The proposed search strategy for Embase database will be as follows: ('medical overuse' [mesh term], OR 'over-use':ab,ti OR 'underuse':ab,ti OR 'overmedicalization':ab,ti OR 'over-treatment':ab,ti OR 'overdiagnosis':ab,ti OR 'inappropriate':ab,ti OR 'unnecessary procedures':ab,ti OR 'overutilization':ab,ti OR 'medicalization':ab,ti OR 'over-medication':ab,ti OR 'misdiagnosis':ab,ti OR 'unwanted':ab,ti OR 'polypharmacy':ab,ti OR 'overprescription':ab,ti OR 'value-based':ab,ti OR 'right':ab,ti) AND 'iran'/exp.

Studies that have addressed overuse and underuse of health care services in the Iranian health care system will be included. The studies will be limited to those published in English and Farsi languages. Furthermore, they will be excluded if their full-text cannot be accessed. However, we will try to obtain the full-texts of the studies by purchasing or contacting the authors.

After completing the search, two independent reviewers will screen the articles based on their title, abstract, and full-text and extract data about type of service, clinical area, and overuse rate. The JBI checklists will be used for quality appraisal of included studies (29). All possible disagreements will be resolved through consultation with the third researcher.

Also, the results of the included studies will be classified based on publication year, clinical area, type of service (diagnostic tests, therapeutic procedures, medications), and range or rate of overuse.

**Qualitative interviews**

It this step, semi-structured interviews are used to determine the views and experiences of key informant and experts about drivers, enablers, policy levers, challenges, and preventive ways of overuse and underuse of health care services in Iranian health care system.

Moreover, a purposive sampling approach will be done and will continue until saturation. According to similar studies, the probable sample will be about 20 participants.
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(30). Factors, such as study purpose, sampling method, research question, research field, data collection method, financial resources, and time, can be effective in determining the precise sample size. Interviews will be conducted with people who have at least 1 year of work experience in this area, or at least 1 published article, book, or research project in this field.

Before the interview, the time and place of the interview will be coordinated with the participants and informed consent form will be sent along with the details and objectives of the research plan. Participants are allowed to leave the study if they do not want to participate. Interviews will be conducted in accordance with the predefined interview guide.

The interviews will be recorded after obtaining participants’ consent. To increase the rigor of the study, the interviews will be transcribed verbatim immediately and will be given to the participants for feedback. Also, purposive sampling will be used to increase transferability. Due to the policy nature of this plan, document reviews will also be used along with the interviews (31-33).

Analysis will be done with framework analysis using MAXQDA software version 12. The framework analysis is a method suitable for analyzing qualitative data—especially for applied policy research. Moreover, framework analysis, introduced by Ritchie et al in 1994, will be used. This method has 5 steps: (1) familiarization, (2) identifying a thematic framework, (3) indexing, (4) charting, and (5) mapping and interpretation (34). After reading the transcribed interviews, the codes will be extracted as the smallest constituent units of sentences and then sub-themes, themes, and categories will be identified.

Expert panel

In this step, the researchers will combine the evidence from the previous goals and the primary policy package will be drafted through holding an expert panel. The panel will have 7 to 8 participants, including members of the research team and a few experts in the field of research. Those who will enter the panel that have at least 1 research article or book in this field or have at least 2 years of work experience in this area.

In developing the initial package, some assessment criteria, such as difficulty of implementation (general acceptability, technical and organizational complexity) and performance (cost, time) that have been mentioned in some studies will be considered.

Policy Delphi method

The Policy Delphi method is used to validate and finalize the initial policy package. The Policy Delphi method seeks to build a consensus through strongest possible opposing perspective on the possible resolutions of a major policy problem (35, 36). The purpose of this method is to ensure that all possible options are considered to estimate the impact of each particular option and to evaluate the acceptability of each option (37).

This type of Delphi has a variety of scales. We will use 4 voting scales in this study which will include desirability, feasibility, importance, and confidence. The criteria listed above will be set at the 5-point Likert scale (strongly agree = 5; agree = 4; neither = 3; disagree = 2; strongly disagree = 1). Items with strongly agree and agree scale will be accepted in the first round, items with neither scale will go to the next round, and those with disagree and strongly disagree scale will be excluded. The Delphi round will continue to reach consensus.

Then, the final policy package will be compiled and reported.

This PhD dissertation was approved by the School of Management and Medical Informatics, Tabriz University of Medical Sciences (ethical confirmation number: IR.TBZMED.REC.1396.908).

Discussion

This PhD dissertation, for the first time, systematically investigates the overuse and underuse of health care services in the Iranian health care system. It provides important information about the rate of overuse and underuse of health care services and ways to prevent it. Also, it identifies services that are unnecessary and impose additional costs on the health system. The results of this study will inform policymakers, physicians, patients, health care providers, and insurers about services that are most effective for different groups of patients/population. Furthermore, it provides valuable information about preventive ways of overuse and underuse.

The study’s findings may be useful in organizing training programs for patients, their families, doctors, and health professionals.
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